
 

 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL AND REGULATORY BOARD  
 

   11 JULY 2019 
 

APPLICATION FOR DEFINITIVE MAP MODIFICATION ORDER 
PROPOSED ADDITION OF A PUBLIC FOOTPATH (Y108) FROM 

ASHBY PARVA ROAD TO LEIRE LANE, DUNTON BASSETT 
(HARBOROUGH DISTRICT) 

 

JOINT REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND  
THE DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENT AND TRANSPORT 

 
 

PART A 
 

Purpose of the Report 
 

1.  The purpose of this report is to seek the Board’s determination of an 
application by Dunton Bassett Parish Council to add a Public Footpath to the 
Definitive Map of public rights of way.  The route goes across restored mineral 
extraction land, from Ashby Parva Road to Leire Lane in the Parish of Dunton 
Bassett (Harborough District) and is shown on Plan No. M1039/R, attached as 
Appendix A to this report. 
 

Recommendation 
 

2.  It is recommended that an Order be made under the provisions of Section 53 
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 to add a Public Footpath to the 
Definitive Map from Ashby Parva Road to Leire Lane in the parish of Dunton 
Bassett of a width of approximately 1.6 metres as shown on Plan no. 
M1039/R attached to this report.   

 
Reason for Recommendation 

 
3.  The application satisfies the relevant statutory criteria because the evidence 

shows that a Footpath subsists or is reasonably alleged to subsist along the 
route claimed. 

 
Resource Implications 

 
4.   The County Council, as Highway Authority, has a legal responsibility to 

ensure the highway is open and available to the public and also for the 
clearance of naturally growing surface vegetation on public rights of way 
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running along field headlands.  If this path were to be added to the Definitive 
Map this would add around an extra 360 metres of headland footpath to the 
rights of way network.  However, the current route appears well walked and 
growing vegetation does not currently cause difficulties or require clearance.   
There are therefore no significant resource implications arising from the 
recommendation in this report. 
 

Circulation under the Local Issues Alert Procedure 
 

5.  A copy of this report has been sent to Mr. W.  Liquorish JP CC (Broughton 
Astley division). 

 
Officers to Contact 

 
Nisha Varia, Solicitor 
Chief Executive’s Department 
Tel. 0116 305 6033 
Email: nisha.varia@leics.gov.uk 

 
Piers Lindley, Senior Access Development Officer 
Environment and Transport Department 
Tel. 0116 305 7087 
Email: piers.lindley@leics.gov.uk  
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PART B 
 

Background 
 

6.  In April 2015 the County Council received an application from Dunton Bassett 
Parish Council, for the addition of a public footpath to the Definitive Map (a 
copy of which is attached as Appendix B).  The route starts from Leire Lane, 
south-west of the village of Dunton Bassett (at point A on the attached plan) 
and heads in a generally south-westerly direction across farm land and 
through small pockets of woodland before terminating at its junction with 
Ashby Parva Road (point B on the plan).   
 

7.  The application to add the path to the Definite Map was based on alleged user 
evidence showing use of the route for over 20 years. 

 
8.  The status of the route was first brought into question in 2014 when barbed 

wire was reportedly strung across the entrances to the alleged footpath and 
“Danger - Stay Out” signs were erected.  For the purposes of a Definitive Map 
Modification Order the 20 years user evidence must be counted back from the 
date of challenge.  Accordingly, the period of 20 years is from 1994 to 2014.   
 

9.  At the time of writing the land over which the alleged public footpath runs is 
registered to Cemex UK Operations Limited. 
 

10.In April 2018 a site visit was undertaken by the Rights of Way Officer and a 
representative of Dunton Bassett Parish Council which involved walking the 
alleged right of way and taking photographs.  At this meeting it became 
apparent that the application map, though clearly identifying the location of the 
path and its general route, was of a scale that did not provide sufficient 
accuracy to depict the route walked and the claimed route was not clearly 
visible on the ground.  Therefore the proposal plan (Appendix A) was drawn 
up to correlate with the route visible on the ground and verified by the Parish 
Council Representative as the route to be claimed in its Application.   
 

Legal Considerations 
 

11.The Board must have regard to the legal considerations set out in the Wildlife 
and Countryside Act 1981 and the Highways Act 1980 as detailed below. 

 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 

 
12.The County Council's obligations are set out in Section 53(2) of the Wildlife 

and Countryside Act 1981 which states:- 
 

As regards every Definitive Map and Statement the {County Council} shall -  
 

(a) as soon as reasonably practicable after the commencement date, by 
order make such modifications to the map and statement as appear to 
them to be requisite in consequence of the occurrence before that date, of 
any of the events specified in subsection (3); and  
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(b) as soon from that date keep the map and statement under continuous 
review and as soon as reasonably practicable after the occurrence....of 
any of those events, by order make such modifications to the map and 
statement as appear to them to be required in consequence of the 
occurrence of that event.  

 

13.Section.53(3) states that the events referred to in subsection (2) include:- 
 

(3) (c) the discovery by the authority of evidence which when considered 
with all relevant evidence available to them shows:- 

 
(i) that a Right of Way which is not shown on the map and statement 
subsists or is reasonably alleged to subsist over land in the area to which 
the map relates, being a Right of Way to which this part applies.  

 
Test A and Test B 

 
14.The issue before members is to decide if the application satisfies the 

requirements of Section 53.  The Board therefore has to be satisfied when it 
considers the evidence available whether the case for the application satisfies 
either of the following two tests. These are usually referred to as Test A (that 
a Right of Way does subsist) or Test B (that it is reasonably alleged to 
subsist) over the land.  

 
15.To meet Test A the Board has to be satisfied that on the balance of 

probabilities a Right of Way is more likely than not to exist over the land in 
question. Test B sets a lower standard of proof, and it is generally accepted to 
mean that the case has been established to the extent a reasonable person, 
having properly evaluated the evidence, could conclude there was a 
reasonable case that a Right of Way existed.   

 
16. Although Section 53 enables the County Council to decide whether an Order 

should be made it does not help local authorities to understand what 
constitutes good or sufficient evidence of the legal existence of a Public Right 
of Way. This is set out in the Highways Act 1980, detailed below. 

 
Highways Act 1980 

 
17.Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980 states that:- 

 

(1) Where a way over any land, other than a way of such character that use of 
it by the public could not give rise at common law to any presumption of 
dedication, has been actually enjoyed by the public as of right and without 
interruption for a full period of 20 years, the way is deemed to have been 
dedicated as a highway unless there is sufficient evidence that there was 
no intention during that period to dedicate it.  

 

(2) The period of 20 years referred to in subsection (1) above is to be 
calculated retrospectively from the date when the right of the public to use 
the way is brought into question, whether by notice such as mentioned in 
subsection (3) below or otherwise.  
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(3) Where the owner of the land over which any such way as aforesaid 
passes:- 

 

(a) has erected in such a manner as to be visible to persons using the way 
a notice inconsistent with the dedication of the way as a highway, and  

 

(b) has maintained the notice after the 1st January 1934, or any later date 
on which it was created.  

 

The notice, in the absence of proof of a contrary intention, is sufficient 
evidence to negate the intention to dedicate the way as a highway.  

 
18.Therefore if the application and any other evidence shows there to have been 

uninterrupted, unchallenged use over a period of at least 20 years on a route 
which can be identified with some certainty and such use is of a kind which in 
itself amounts in law to a right of user (as opposed to a mere licence or being 
invited onto the land) then the law assumes that there is an implied dedication 
by the owner of the land of a Right of Way. This implied dedication can be 
rebutted if the owner can show that there was no intention to so dedicate the 
land as a Right of Way. 

 
19.A landowner can show there was no intention to dedicate the land as a Right 

of Way by producing evidence that users were successfully challenged or 
asked to leave the land.  A landowner can also obstruct the route to prevent 
public use of it: this will be sufficient to prevent the route becoming a Right of 
Way if done for that purpose.  The interruption need only be of a brief period. 
Section 31 also allows the landowner to rebut any claim of a Right of Way by 
erecting prominent signs which clearly indicate that there is no Right of Way 
and that the land is not subject to any such user right.  

 
20.The landowner's actions must be open and obvious to anyone who might use 

the route.  It is not sufficient for the landowner to tell other third parties or even 
their own solicitor they had no intention to dedicate the way. Therefore 
records such as diaries, correspondence, or private journals are not sufficient 
evidence there was no intention to dedicate once public use under Section 31 
has been established.  The users must have been made aware of the 
landowner’s intentions.  
 

21.Therefore it has to be determined if the usage claimed by the applicants or 
others is sufficient in itself to establish an implied dedication under the 
provisions of Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980.  If so then consider if the 
landowner has successfully rebutted any such implied decision. 
  

22.On the evidence available the Board must therefore first decide if there has 
been use of the route by the public for at least 20 years uninterrupted and 
unchallenged prior to this being brought into question. 

 
23.The Board must then decide if that presumed dedication by the owner is 

affected by any action taken by the relevant owner during that time to 
challenge or show by some sufficiently overt act that there was no intention to 
dedicate the way.  
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Evidence 
 

Definitive Maps and Statements for Leicestershire 
 

24.The alleged public footpath was not identified by the Dunton Bassett Parish 
Council in its Survey of Public Rights of Way carried out in October 1950, 
under the provisions of the National Parks and Access to The Countryside Act 
1949.  Consequently it was not included in the Definitive Map Editions of 1952 
and 1957 and therefore it is not shown on the current Definitive Map. 

 
Historical Maps 

 
25.The route in question does not appear on any historical maps. 

 
Ordnance Survey Maps 

 
26.The route in question does not appear on any Ordnance Survey maps. 

 
User Evidence  
 
27.The evidence in support of the application is in the form of user evidence 

questionnaires submitted by the applicant.  This evidence indicates that the 
route in question has been used as of right by the public for a period of 20 
years prior to 2014 when the path’s status was brought into question.  This is 
summarised in paragraphs 29 to 54 below. 

 
28.The applicants have submitted 16 user evidence forms representing 20 

different people inclusive of four couples (a User Evidence Summary Graph is 
attached to this report as Appendix C). 

   
29.The Route – All the witnesses identify the one and the same route as shown 

A-B on the proposal plan (Appendix A).  
 

30.Type of Use and Status – The Parish Council has claimed the route as a 
public footpath.  Of the 20 witnesses 18 state they have used the path for 
walking.  Two people, Andrew and Margaret Matthews, say have used the 
route for horse riding. None refer to use of the path on a bicycle or in a 
vehicle. 
 

31.What were the Purposes of Using the Path? A variety of reasons were 
given for people using the path which included walking in the countryside, dog 
walking, magnificent views, circular walks and walking simply for pleasure. 
 

32.Bringing into Question – Prior to 2014 access to the alleged path appears to 
have been unrestricted according to the witnesses.  Fifteen of the twenty 
witnesses state that in 2014 access was restricted by a barbed wire fence or 
strand of wire across the entrances to the path at both ends. Two witnesses 
described a gate also being erected at the entrance to the path off Ashby 
Parva Lane but they state it was not locked.  One other recalls a gate being 
installed at the Dunton Lane end but this had a gap beside it.  The erection of 
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barbed wire, a gate or gates and signs in 2014 (referred to below) does 
constitute a perceived challenge to unfettered use of the path.  
 

33.As a consequence there needs to be evidence of members of the public 
having used the alleged path as of right for 20 years prior to 2014 for the 
application to be successful.  The minimum 20-year period is therefore from 
1994 to 2014. 

 
34.Is the 20 Year Rule fulfilled?  Twelve of the twenty witnesses claim use of 

the path for 20 years or more prior to the 2014.  A further two claim use for 19 
years, a further two for 16 years, the next two for 9 years and the final two for 
6 years. 
 

35.Seven witnesses state use going back for 30 years to 1984 and 5 of these 
state use going back 40 years to 1974.  Two users state use as early as 1969.   
However use prior to 1991 has to be considered cautiously. For reasons 
explained later, use of the exact route claimed much beyond the 20-year 
period might not have been physically possible as the site had been an active 
quarry.  Nevertheless, the user evidence, looked at in isolation, does show 
that the 20-year rule is fulfilled.   
 

36.How frequently was the path used?  The most frequent use of the path was 
claimed to be around twenty eight times a month or approximately seven 
times a week.  The least frequent use was claimed to be only once a month. 
The average frequency of use was approximately nineteen times a month, or 
around five times a week. 
 

37.Were other Users Seen? All the witnesses state that they have seen other 
people using the path; some stating that they have seen people most times 
they have walked the route, or used the phrases “frequently” and regularly. 
 

38.Tenants/Employees: None of the correspondents state they were tenants or 
employees of the landowner.   

 
39.Was Permission given? If a path or way is used by permission of a 

landowner then that use cannot be as of right.  It is therefore important to 
determine if permission to use this path was given by the landowner, or a 
previous one. Of the twenty witnesses, 18 state that they were never given 
permission to walk the path, which would suggest they were using the path as 
of right.   

 
40.Two respondents, Andrew Matthews and Margaret Matthews, stated they 

were given written permission by a director of William Davis Ltd., Mr. Higgins.  
Their user evidence form states their use was to ride the route on horseback 
and for walking.   
 

41. Mr. and Mrs. Matthews were subsequently written to in order to discern the 
nature of this permission and they kindly supplied a copy of a letter from Mr. 
T. Higgins, dated 20th June 1978 (Appendix L).  Mr. Higgins was writing on 
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behalf of Bruntingthorpe Gravels Ltd. rather than William Davis Ltd.  It is 
understood that Bruntingthorpe Gravels used to own the land concerned.  
 

42.The letter states that permission was sought to access the quarry specifically 
for the purpose of bird watching and makes no mention of the alleged 
footpath.  The letter predates the statutory 20-year period by 14 years and 
was clearly written at a time when the site was an active quarry.  
 

43.The letter grants permission to visit the quarry but asks that Mr. and Mrs. 
Matthews check with the Manager about any areas which he considers 
unsafe.  It would therefore appear that the permission covered the whole of  
the quarry site in general for the purpose of bird watching and not the use of 
any specific path.  The letter goes on to ask the Matthews to let the Manager 
know if they become aware of any trespassers.   It can reasonably be 
concluded that the permission was for bird watching not walking, for general 
access, not specifically use of the alleged path and related to a time before 
the statutory period of 20 years when the site was still active.  It cannot be 
viewed to cover the circumstances of use of the alleged route used by the 
public during the claimed period of 20 years.  

 
44.Was public use without interruption?  Although the erection of the strand of 

barbed wire and notices at each end of the path in 2014 can be seen as an 
event which brings into question whether or not a public right of way exists it 
seems to have had little or no effect on the continued use of the path.  None 
of the witnesses report being interrupted in their use of the path prior to 2014 
and only one reports that the erection of the barbed wire and notices actually 
did interrupt his use.  Only two others report an interruption of their use owing 
to illness and a stay in hospital.  The remaining 17 witnesses report no 
interruptions to use. 
 

45.It would appear users of the path simply made their way around the barbed 
wire erected in 2014 and ignored the signs as not pertaining to them.  The 
signs say “Danger - Stay Out” but as the site which was a quarry, was infilled 
many years ago and now is used for agriculture it appears the signs have 
been ignored. 
 

46.Notwithstanding the above, use appears to have been uninterrupted 
throughout the twenty year statutory period and beyond.    
 

47.Actions by the landowner/Agent to Prevent Use – Structures: Sixteen of 
the witnesses do report that the path was fenced off in 2014 (one recalled the 
year to be 2013 but this appears to be in error as the majority recall the year 
as 2014) by the use of barbed wire strands while four do not recall them.   
 

48.Three witnesses recall the erection of gates in 2014 in addition to the barbed 
wire.  However, during the officers’ site inspection the gates appeared much 
older and very rusty and probably are more than four years old (they may have 
been recycled).  One witness recalls that the gate on Ashby Parva Lane has 
been there since the site was a quarry.  The other witnesses’ references to 
gates may refer to them being made inoperable rather than actually being 
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installed in 2014.  Notwithstanding this, no witnesses recall efforts of a similar 
nature in the previous twenty years or more to prevent access.    
 

49.Actions by the landowner/Agent to Prevent Use - Signs: Thirteen 

witnesses describe signs being erected in 2014 stating Keep Out/Stay 
Out/Danger Keep Out.  Six witnesses appear not to have noticed the signs.  It 
appears widely accepted that the landowners did erect signs on site saying 
“Danger - Stay Out” in 2014, though they have largely been ignored.  None of 
the witnesses observed signs being erected or maintained in the twenty years 
or more prior to 2014.   
 

Characteristics of the Path 
 

50.Structures Facilitating Use of the Path:  Five witnesses recall the field gate 
on Ashby Parva Lane, which was observed by several witnesses to be 
unlocked, though it appears the majority of users used an adjacent gap in the 
hedge for access.  One witness recalls that the gate has been there since the 
site was a quarry. 

 
51.Width: What width do the witnesses describe?  Users describe the width in 

different ways, their answers varying from 1 metre to 3 metres.  The average 
claimed is approximately 1.6 metres.  The path is unenclosed and where a 
worn track can be seen it does vary in width so it is not surprising that variable 
widths are described. 

 
52.How well defined is the alleged path?:  All 20 witnesses state the path is 

well defined on the ground, while four state this is specifically because it is 
well walked/trodden. 

 
53.Surface of Path:  The majority of users described the surface as being of 

grass or grassy, with other phrases used include, soil and stone and mud.   
 

54.Maintenance and Repairs: None of the twenty witnesses observed any 
specific maintenance to have been carried out on the path. 

 
Summary of User Evidence 

 
55.The four main issues relating to whether or not a public right of way exists are, 

a) has twenty years use been established? 
b) was it used as of right? 
c) was it interrupted?  
d) have the landowners taken reasonable actions to prevent the presumed 

dedication of public rights by preventing access and or erecting and 
maintaining signs that negate claimed rights? 

 
56.Looking at the witnesses statements in isolation then it appears to have been 

well-established that the route has been used for a period of twenty years or 
more, that it has been used as of right rather than by permission, that use has 
not been interrupted, and that the landowners do not appear to have taken 
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any reasonable actions to prevent access or erect and maintain signs within 
the twenty year statutory period. 

 
 Aerial Photographs 

 
57.Aerial photographs of the site have also proven to be a useful source of 

information in this case.     
 

58.1969 Aerial Photograph - (Appendix D)   This photograph was taken 45 years 
before the route was brought into question.  Here it can be seen that over half 
the site was still an active quarry.  The remainder of the land over which the 
claimed footpath runs is down to agriculture so may have been capable of 
being walked or ridden by the public.  It is unlikely the whole route could have 
been used by the public and so if a path was being used at this time it is likely 
to have taken a different route to the one claimed at its southern end.  There 
is no visible sign of a trodden path. 

 
59.1991 Aerial Photograph – (Appendix E)  This photograph was taken 23 years 

before the route was brought into question.  The quarry site now appears to 
have been infilled and partially restored with some areas greened over with 
vegetation and others still bare earth.  There appears to be no major 
impediment to a pathway existing along the claimed route.  There are some 
small buildings near the Ashby Parva Road entrance but the route appears to 
miss them. 
 

60.However, roughly half way along the route there appears to be a pond which 
would have required the public to walk on a slightly different alignment to the 
one claimed.  Therefore while it is possible that a very similar route with only a 
small deviation from what has been claimed might have existed 23 years ago 
the claimed route in its exact entirety might not have been capable of being 
walked.  It may well be that witnesses were not aware of what might appear to 
be subtle changes to the route over the intervening years as the landscape 
changed and this is why some of them have stated that they have used the 
path for well in excess of 20 years. Unfortunately there are no aerial 
photographs from 1994 as this would have shed light on what the landscape 
was like at the start of the statutory 20-year period. 

 
61.2000 Aerial Photograph – (Appendix F) This photograph was taken 14 years 

before the route was brought into question.  It can be seen that the whole site 
has been restored.  The pond appears to have been filled in, which could 
have happened, judging from the aerial photographs, at any time between the 
summer of 1991 and 2000.  The route walked today could have been walked 
in the year 2000 but desire lines (paths created as a result of use) are not 
visible.    
 

62.2006 Aerial Photograph – (Appendix G)  This photograph was taken 8 years 
before the route was brought into question.  Little appears to have changed 
since the year 2000, other than clearly discernible desire lines where people 
have been treading down vegetation and wearing a worn path. 
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63.2011 Aerial Photograph (Appendix H)   This photograph was taken three 
years before the route was brought into question and the desire lines are 
much more evident. 
 

64.In summary, from this photographic evidence it can be concluded that it is 
unlikely that the claimed path was used during 1969 or prior to that as the 
land concerned was an active quarry.  Statements of use as far back as 1969 
would have to be viewed with some scepticism.   Several witnesses state use 
going back 30 years to 1984.  However, the 1991 photograph shows a pond 
which the claimed route ‘clips’ the western edge of, so this evidence would 
also have to be viewed with caution.  If people were walking a path at this 
time for most of its length it may well have followed the claimed route, but for 
a short section at least they would have had to deviate from it.  The deviation 
might have been so minimal as to be considered de minimis (i.e. of little 
consequence in legal terms) but it is difficult to ascertain after so many years 
have elapsed. 
 

65.Twelve of the 20 witnesses claim use back 20 years to 1994.  The aerial 
photograph from 2000 shows that it would have been possible to walk the 
path for at least 16 years as the pond had been filled in by then.  If the pond 
were filled in before 1994 then the route may have been useable for 20 years 
and it is possible that it was, but unfortunately the photographic evidence is 
not available for this period.   
 

66.The later photographs from 2006 and 2011 show evidence of the claimed 
route being well used because well-worn desire lines are clearly visible.  

  
Evidence of Rebuttal (Objections to the Application) 
 
67.In the following section of this report the objectors’ comments are written in 

italics, followed by the comments of the Director of Environment and 
Transport in plain type:- 

 
Cemex Ltd. 

 
68.As part of the Definitive Map Modification Order application process applicants 

are obliged to serve notice on landowners affected by their application.  In this 
case Dunton Bassett Parish Council served notice on Cemex Ltd. on 27th April 
2015.  Cemex Ltd.’s reply dated 29th April 2015, is attached as Appendix I. 

 
69.Cemex states that “there are no rights of access over the site, nor have there 

ever been and certainly no permissive rights of way”.  Cemex states it has 
“sought to close off access points in the past, although any fencing installed 
has unfortunately been removed or vandalised”. 

 
70.Cemex says that the site is still covered by a Waste Management Licence and 

goes on to say there may be an opportunity at some point in the future to 
discuss footpaths.   Its view is that until the Licence is surrendered Cemex is 
unable to discuss access to the site.  Cemex reiterates that the site is private 
land and at no point has it agreed to any access, formal or otherwise. 
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Although the company states that it has sought to close off the path at this 
stage it has not supplied any evidence in corroboration, either when served 
notice by the applicants in April 2015 or during preliminary consultations 
undertaken by the Authority.  The Company was written to on two occasions 
and asked for comment during extended preliminary consultations; in 
February 2018 and over New Year, 2019 (December 31st). 
 

71.The Waste Management Licence referred to above was an old one, originally 
issued by the County Council in its capacity as Minerals and Waste Planning 
Authority in 1994.  Owing to its age no copy of the Licence was held by the 
Council but a copy has been sourced from the Environment Agency and an 
extract is attached as Appendix M.     
 

72.Condition 14 of this Licence states: “Fencing shall be provided and maintained 
to impede unauthorised access and prevent accidental access to the site. A 
gate or similar barrier shall be erected at the site entrance and shall be kept 
locked in the closed position at all times when the site is closed or 
unattended.” 
 

73.The Waste Management Licence would place certain obligations on a 
company to ensure the safety of the public by securing an active site and 
taking all reasonable precautions to prevent unauthorised access.  However, 
the licence in itself would not prevent the dedication of a public right of way if 
public access was not forced, but acquiesced to, especially once the site was 
no longer active and posed no hazard. 
 

74.The rusty gate at the southern end of the path would accord with Condition 
14’s instruction to erect a gate and keep it closed and locked.  However 
pedestrian access seems to have always been to one side of the gate. 
There does not appear to be any evidence of forced entry. 
 

75.The first reports of any ‘Danger - Stay Out’ signs being erected  was in 2014 
which was the trigger for the current application.    
 

76.There appears to have been no Statutory Declaration and Deposit to negate 
any future claimed public rights of way under the provisions of Section 31 of 
the Highways Act.  Under these provisions it is open to a landowner to lodge a 
statement and plan, declaring that they have no intention to dedicate any new 
rights of way over their land.  Such a declaration can be presented as 
evidence to negate a claim that a public right of way has been deemed to 
have been dedicated by presumed dedication as of right in consequence of 
use by the public for a period of 20 years or more. 
 

77.Finally the company has stated that it has not granted permission for use of 
the path. This would support the view that if a path is being used by the public 
then it is being used as of right and not on a permissive basis.   
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Consultation 
 
78. A consultation exercise was carried out by the County Council between the 

16th February 2018 and 30th March 2018.  The Leicestershire branch of the 
Ramblers Association, the Leicestershire Footpath Association, the Parish 
Meeting, Harborough District Council and utility companies were all consulted.  
There were no objections received.  

 
79.Cemex Ltd. was consulted but no reply was received. 

 
80.The company was written to once more on 31st December 2018 and invited to 

provide evidence prior to the completion of this report.  As yet no reply has 
been received. 
 

Site Survey in April 2018 
 

81.A site survey of the alleged path was made by Council officers on 4th April 
2018 in the company of a representative of the Parish Council.  A Site Survey 
plan and associated photographs are attached as Appendices J and K.  

 
82.The path was surveyed starting from the entry point off Ashby Parva Road. At 

the entrance was a rusty and old four-bar metal gate.  On it was attached a 
more modern rectangular hazard warning sign stating “Danger - Stay Out” 
and displaying a rectangular hazard sign and a circular sign with a black hand 
crossed out.  It appeared clearly intended to deter access on grounds of 
public safety (shown in photographs 1 and 2 in Appendix K) 
 

83.Immediately adjacent to the left hand side of the gate was a well-trodden path 
up and over a shallow earth bund.  There was no physical impediment to 
entry and no sign of barbed wire. 
 

84.After this a well-trodden path through a stand of young trees led out into the 
field (photographs 3 and 4). 
 

85.After leaving the tress the trodden path veered towards the headland 
(photograph 5). 
 

86. The trodden path then followed the headland (photograph 6) before crossing 
a corner of the cropped field (photograph 7).  At this location there was visual 
evidence of subtle footprints through the crop but no clearly trodden path 
capable of being photographed effectively. 
 

87.On regaining the headland the well-trodden path became visible once more 
running along the edge of the crop line though not as strongly defined as it 
had been before (photograph 8). 
 

88.The path then dropped down a slope off the field and at this point the trodden 
path became much more strongly defined (photograph 9).  
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89.The path appeared very well trodden as it went through young trees out onto 
the Leire Lane (photographs 10 and 12). 
 

90.Within the woods the path passed a single timber post with two remnant 
strands of barbed wire on it, unconnected to any other posts and attached to 
this post was a remnant of a hazard of the same type as seen at the Ashby 
Parva Lane end of the route. 
 

91.There were no signs or indications of a gate or fence at the entrance to the 
path off Leire Lane (photograph 13).  
 

92.Throughout the route there were no impediments to use and no obvious 
indications that any fences or structures had been erected or maintained to 
prohibit use.  The Hazard sign looked relatively new and was clearly designed 
to warn people that it was dangerous to enter onto the land.  It is the sort of 
sign that might be displayed at the entrance to an active quarry or landfill site 
but the land is being used for agriculture and there appears to be no danger to 
the public from walking the path.  It was noted that there were one or two gas 
monitors which would be consistent with landfill operations having occurred in 
the past but they were not signed as posing any danger to the public and are 
not adjacent to the walked path. 
 

93.There is no physical evidence of forced entry, though they may have been 
barbed wire that has been removed at some time in the past. 
 

94.The route concerned has all the appearance and character of a well walked 
public footpath.  

 
Conclusion 

 
Has the claimed route been used for a period of 20 years or more? 

 

95.The status of the route was brought into question in 2014 with the reported 
erection of barbed wire and hazard signs.  Claimed use goes back to 1969.  
Owing to the quarry and landfill operations it seems improbable that use of the 
path could predate 1991.  However the statutory 20-year period for use only 
needs to be established as far back as 1994.  There is sufficient user 
evidence to establish 20 years use.  

 
Was use as of right without forced entry or secretive use? 
 

96.There is no evidence to suggest use was forced nor done in secret prior to the 
path being brought into question in 2014.  Barbed wire may have been 
removed after 2014, but this is after the statutory 20-year period.  
 
Have the landowners demonstrated by the erection and maintenance of signs 
or other acts an intention not to dedicate the route as a public right of way? 

 

97.No disclaimer signs were noted on the site visit.  There is a hazard sign on 
display but this seems to relate purely to safety rather than a disclaimer that 
there is a public right of way or that the landowners had or have no intention 
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to dedicate a right of way.  None of the witnesses make any reference to there 
ever having been disclaimer signs on the route prior to 2014. There was no 
evidence of old signs on site.  So far the landowners have provided no 
evidence that they maintained any signs. 

 
Was use by permission? 

 

98.Although a letter granting permission to visit the land concerned was given to 
two witnesses, it seems clear this permission related specifically to bird 
watching and related to general access to the quarry site rather than the 
alleged footpath.  Moreover it predates the probable start of use of the path 
and the 20-year statutory period by 14 years.  There appears to be no 
evidence that the path was used by the wider general public by permission. 
 
 Objections 

 

99.The company (Cemex) states that it has sought to close off the path but at this 
stage it has not supplied any evidence in corroboration.   

 
100.Although an existing Waste Management Licence makes reference to the 

company making the site secure and preventing unauthorised access this 
would not prevent presumed dedication, if entry was not forced or covert and 
the actions taken to prevent access do not seem to have prevented access as 
the public went around the locked gate not over or through it.   
 

101.The statement that the company has not granted permission for use of the 
path would support the view that if a path is being used by the public it is not a 
permissive path but rather as of right. 
 

102.There is no record of the landowners having deposited a Statutory 
Declaration and plan under the provisions of Section 31 of the Highways Act 
1980, to negate a claim that a public right of way exists or could be deemed to 
have come into existence. 
 

103.There is no evidence that disclaimer signs have been erected and 
maintained over the 20 years from 1994 to 2014; the only reports of signs 
date from 2014. 

 
104.There is no evidence that barriers, gates or fences have been erected or 

maintained in order to prevent access to the pathway by the public over the 
20-year statutory period. 
 

105.No evidence has been produced to suggest that the company has taken any 
of the necessary steps to negate a claim that a public right of way exists. 
 

106.On the balance of evidence available, it is considered reasonable to presume 
a public footpath exists along the route of the path as walked and 
subsequently claimed (from points A to B on the proposal plan) and that 
therefore an Order should be made under the provisions of Section 53 of the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 to add a Public Footpath to the Definitive 
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Map. It is proposed that the width of this path should be approximately 1.6 
metres as this is the average claimed by users of the route.  
 

Equality and Human Rights Implications 
 

107.The E.U. Convention Rights and the Articles that set out the rights of 
individuals (such as respect for family life) can impact on certain decisions 
where the County Council is making decisions or setting policy of public 
access and Rights of Way issues. However, this impact is confined to the 
exercise of those powers and functions the County Council has to exercise 
discretion about proposals that require a balance between the benefits of the 
scheme and the potential adverse implications for landowners and others.  
 

108.On Rights of Way applications, proposals to divert a Right of Way or to use 
statutory powers to compulsorily create a new Right of Way should have 
reference to the Convention of Human Rights and take these issues into 
account when deciding if that scheme should proceed.  
 

109.However, applications submitted to the County Council under the Wildlife 
and Countryside Act 1981 for a Definitive Map Modification Order have 
limited discretion. These applications do not create new footpaths etc., but 
only grant recognition of existing Rights of Way that, in this case, may have 
been deemed to have been dedicated by the landowner, even if only by 
default. For that reason, arguments based on a potential breach of any of the 
Article rights have no relevance to such applications. The Secretary of State 
has indicated that objections based on such rights will not be regarded as 
relevant. 
 

110. It is considered that there are no equality implications arising from this  
report. 

 
Background Papers 
 
User Evidence Forms, and User Evidence Table. 
 
Appendices 
 

Appendix A – Proposal Plan M1039/R for Alleged Public Footpath (Y108) 
Appendix B – Completed Application 
Appendix C – User Evidence Graph 
Appendix D – 1969 Aerial Photograph 
Appendix E – 1991 Aerial Photograph 
Appendix F – 2000 Aerial Photograph 
Appendix G – 2006 Aerial Photograph 
Appendix H – 2011 Aerial Photograph  
Appendix I – Cemex Letter to Dunton Bassett Parish Council 
Appendix J – M1039-S Survey Plan 
Appendix K – Site Survey Photographs 
Appendix L – Letter of Permission 
Appendix M – Waste Management Licence 1994 
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